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Achieving Maximum
Performance with Wireless
Wireless technology opens many new income possibilities

C

ansec Via Wireless Lock

The new Via Universal Wireless Lock is designed to
allow wireless locks to be added to any access control
system. The Via hub supports two wireless locks which
can be located approximately 70 feet from the hub in a
normal office environment.
Via locks consist of a Reader Module on the nonsecure side of the door and a Control Module on the
inside of the door. Locks are powered by 4 AA batteries
and support 125kHz HID and AWID credentials in any
Wiegand format up to 64 bits.
Wiegand data is sent wirelessly from the Via locks to
the hub. The hub sends the Wiegand data to the attached
access control unit (ACU) on its standard Wiegand data
lines (just like a prox reader would).
The Hub then monitors the lock relay on the ACU and
if it activates, the HUB will send an Unlock Momentary
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command to the Via lock which originated the event.
If the lock relay does NOT activate within a few
seconds, an Access Denied command is sent to the
originating Via lock.
The Via hub contains two status relays for each ACU
reader. One is used to indicate that a Forced Entry has
occurred. The other operates when the battery level is
low.
Should a lock relay remain operated for more than
20 seconds, the Hub will send an Unlock Maintained
command to the associated reader. When the lock relay
deactivates, VIA Wireless Lock indicating termination
of the Unlock Maintained event, it will be detected by
the Hub and relayed to the associated lock.
The biggest complaint with wireless locks is that set
up is complicated. For the Via lock, all that is required
is setting the address of the HUB assigned to the lock.
If a Hub has to be replaced, the Via locks assigned to
it have to be re-initialized to pair up with the new Hub.
This just requires a reset on the Lock control unit.
A special encoded service card is available which,
when presented to a Via lock, initiates a reset automatically, eliminating the need to open the lock control unit.
The Via Lock reader contains three (3) LEDs; • RED
• YELLOW • GREEN These LEDs make it very simple
to commission the system and monitor the ongoing
operation.
When a card is presented:
The RED LED will flash once to confirm that the
card was read.
The GREEN LED will then flash once to confirm that
the Wiegand data has been sent to the Hub.
The YELLOW LED may also flash once to indicate
that the transaction was successfully received by the
HUB but the signal level is weak.
(This could be caused by introduction of a physical
obstacle which was not present when the Via lock was
initially installed).

If the battery level is low, the YELLOW
LED will flash twice.
If the signal is weak AND the battery
level is low, the LED will flash 3 times.
If access is granted, the GREEN LED
will come on momentarily. If access is
denied, the RED LED will flash twice.
With the Wakeup interval feature, the
lock wakes up each time a card is presented and whenever the Door Position input
changes state or the REX input changes
state. When there is no activity, the lock
wakes up every 5 minutes to check in with
the Hub. For that reason, there could be
a maximum delay of 5 minutes before an
Unlock Maintained function at the ACU
is detected and relayed to the associated
Via lock.
Every time the lock wakes up for an
event, it checks with the Hub to see if an
Unlock Maintained function has been
initiated or terminated.

Q&A: Cansec's Fred Dawber

What is the target market for the Via? Is it
primarily for multi-door systems rather than
single- or two-door jobs?
The Via lock is equally well suited to
small systems and large systems. It is easier
to say where it is NOT well suited - a single
door as a stand-alone unit (i.e. managed
from a phone or tablet for example). It is an
add-on to ANY access control system - large
or small - as opposed to a complete access
control solution (which is coming soon..)
The Via lock is perfect for lower traffic, interior single doors door (wood or
metal). In these cases, the cost savings of
not having to run wiring to the door or
install an electric strike can be significant.
For folks with an existing access control
system, wireless doors can be added without changing anything with that system.
Q. Can the range between a Via and the
hub be increased?
The short answer is no. But keep in
mind that the Via locks can be installed
anywhere within a 70-foot radius of
the hub. Also, our range claim is on the
conservative side as a “typical office

environment” covers a lot of ground. It
may often be more but you will never
know until you try it on site.
Q. Is the connection between the hub and
the ACU hardwired or are there other
ways to do this?
The hub looks to the ACU just like
a connected prox reader so it has to be
connected to the Wiegand reader input
of the ACU. There is no simple way to
make this wireless. I am sure there are
people making “Wiegand to wireless”
radios that could achieve this but they are
prohibitively expensive.
Q. W
 hat would be a two-door ACU that
would work with the hub?
The Hub is totally generic as it looks just
like two prox reader to the connected ACU.
Any ACU of any capacity will work. For example, when used with a system which uses
single-door controllers, the two Hub channels would be connected to two separate
ACUs. So the short answer is it will work
with any ACU that supports Wiegand readers. In the Cansec ACU line, we have both
single-door and four-door controllers and
it can be used with either.
Q. If you use a VIA, do you have to purchase a 2 door hub?
Yes. As a universal add-on solution, this
is correct. We have a solution under development where the Hub is ALSO a 2-door
ACU which works with our SmartLock
Pro Plus access control software.
Q. C
 an you explain how the relays work?
The Hub supports two Via locks. There
are two status relays for each lock (for a
total of four) which are used to signal Low
battery and Forced Entry conditions. As
long as the battery is low, the Low Battery
relay will be activated.
The Via lock has a built in Request
to Exit (REX) sensor and door contact
sensor. If the door is opened without a
valid card being presented or without
the REX being operated (when a person
exits), the Forced Entry relay is operated.
It will remain operated until the door is
reclosed. These status relays can be connected to auxiliary inputs on the ACU
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(if available) to notify the access control
system operator. These status relays would
only be used where the ACU had auxiliary
alarm inputs available AND the user felt it
was essential to monitor them.
Q. C
 an a third party electrified lock be
used with the Via controller?
The Via lock cannot be used with traditional electrified lock sets which typically require 12 or 24 V and draw far more
power than can be supplied from 4 AA batteries. Locks which are electrified and are
designed for battery operation (3-6VDC)
could possibly be used but would have to
be fully tested to insure that the current
draw is acceptable and we are comfortable
with the mechanical and electrical design.
Q. W
 hat are the required accessories?
CA-WL100 VIA Battery-Operated
Universal Wireless Cylindrical Lock.
Compatible with 125 kHz HID and AWID
credentials and supports all Wiegand formats up to 64 bits. Uses four AA batteries.
Easy configuration with VIA HUB using
DIP switches. ANSI Grade 1 cylindrical
lockset. UL listed for 3 hour fire rated
doors. 626 finish. Door Thickness 1-3/8”
to 2”. Backset 2-3/8” or 2-3/4”
VIA Universal Wireless Hub Connects
wirelessly to two VIA locks with a maximum range of 70 feet. Easy configuration with VIA locks using dipswitches.
Weigand outputs connect to any access
controller. Requires 12VDC. ❚ ❚
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Cansec’s Via Universal Wireless Lock brings the benefits of
wireless to virtually any access control system.
• Configure in less than 5 minutes
• Supports 125 kHz HID and AWID cards
• Supports ANY Wiegand format to 64 bits
• Works with ANY access control panel
• Up to 70 ft (21 m) range
• Powered by 4 AA batteries

• Forced entry output
• Low battery output
• Use on interior & exterior doors
• Built-in self diagnostics
• Wakeup every 5 minutes
• Via Universal Hub supports 2 locks
• Supports door contact input
• Integrated REX

LOCATED UP TO 70 FT. (21 M) AWAY

